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Foreword
ONE OF THE most attractive and useful handbooks for teachers

of adults yet developed was first published in 1954 by the Florida
State Department of Education. The booklet, entitled Let's Teach
Adults, although prepared primarily for programs of adult edu-
cation in Florida, has been in use in many communities throughout
the United States:

Because of the difficulty of keeping the publication in print and
handling the routine details of distribution, the Florida State
Department of Education granted the National Association for
Public School Adult Education permission to reprint or adapt the
original publication in part or in its entirety.

Using the title, When You're Teaching Adults, the NAPSAE
has issued an abridged and somewhat revised edition of the publi-
cation originally developed in Florida. Some changes have been
made to bring the manuscript up to date and to broaden refer-
ences to apply to the country as a whole rather than to a single state.

Acknowledgements to the authors of the original publication
can best be made by quoting from the introduction to Let's Teach
Adults.

Realizing the many advantages which accrue from broad
representation and participation in an undertaking of this
kind, arrangements were begun in April, 1953, for a sum-
mer workshop which would involve a number of selected
teachers, administrators, and college personnel. The work-
shop was held on the campus of the Florida State Uni-
versity under the joint direction of Dr. S. E. Hand, State
Department of Education, and Dr. Coolie Verner of the
Florida State University, during the three weeks of June
15 - July 3, 1953, and was devoted exclusively to the task
of preparing the kind of handbook required.
The State Department of Education acknowledges with
sincere appreciation the excellent cooperation of county
superintendents and local directors of adult education
throughout the state in releasing certain of their key per-
sonnel for these three weeks. The cooperation of the
Extension Division of Florida and Stetson University in
sending a member o3: eir staff to participate in this
undertaking is also appreciated.
Special thanks go to Dr. M. L. Stone and Dr. Verner
of the Florida State University ; to the former for his
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enthusiasm for the project, his wholehearted cooperation
in the planning stages of the conference, and in mak-
ing the facilities of the University available for the
workshop ; to the latter for his cooperation and guidance
during the workshop and for assisting in the editing of
the manuscript following its close.

The National Association for Public School Adult Education
greatly appreciates the services made to the nation as a whole by
Dr. Thomas D. Bailey, State Superintendent of Public Instruction in
Florida, and Dr. S. E. Hand, Director of Adult and Veteran Educa-
tion, State Department of Education, in making thi:3 manuscript
available to us.

This booklet is a part of a series issued by the NAPSAE for use
by teachers and directors of adult-education programs, particularly
those operated under the auspices of the public schools. The manu-
script was prepared for publication by the Division of Publications
of the National Education Association. The booklet was designed
by the Art Unit of the NEA Publications Division. Mrs. Mary-
Ellen Sayre, Editor of Special Publications for NAPSAE, did the
editing of the original manuscript.

The publications program of which this booklet is a part was
made possible by a grant to NAPSAE from The Fund for Adult
Education.

E. D. Goldman, President



Part 1

Where To Start?

When you, the teacher, face your class of adult students forthe first time, you will also find yourself facing some challengingnew situations and some unique problems. And you may look for-ward to some new and satisfying rewards. This booklet is designedto help you anticipate some of these problems, and to provide youwith some guides to the techniques and resources which have metwith success in other adult-education classes.
A good beginning is the most important goal of your first classmeeting, and this involves, first of all, some knowledge of yourstudentswhy have they decided to "go back to school," whatdo they hope to gain, and how adequate is their background?

WHO ARE YOUR ADULT STUDENTS?
You see before you adults ol all shapes, sizeg, and ages. Thebald, the well-thatched, the elderly, the young, the college graduate,

the high-school drop-out, the professional, and the laborerin-deed, the adults in a typical class are less alike than a class ofchildren would be !
The adult learner has three main assets which give him an ad-vantage over younger students in the task of learning new things :

He has experience in living. Real learning takes place rapidlywhen facts are related to experiences.
He is in school with a purpose, and he wants to enjoy his classwork almost as much as he wants to learn. He gives 1.4) his owntime--time he could spend with his family or in his homeinreturn for knowledge. Sometimes this drive for achievement isa source of discouragement. The adult learner may expect faoreof himself than he is really capable of producing.
He wants his learning experiences to have immediate usefulness.The most efficient learning takes place when an immediate need
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is felt. Since an adult rarely has long-range objectives, the
teacher must plan !lass work in terms of immediate needs.

Some Caufions
Although the adult mind has many assets, there are at least three

handicaps to overcome:

There is a steady, though slight, decline in ability to see and
hear after 14 years of age. Our arms aren't long enough and
everyone mumbles. The older we get the more we need to find
compensation for our failil.jg sight and hearing.
The older we get the slower is our reaction time. This has two
aspects : adults do not have the energy to talk or move rapidly
they no longer wish to be cheerleaders or to run racesand it
takes more time to tighten bolts or write sentences. The general
pace may be slower, but the goal remains the same. Adults need
more time to learn to coordinate the many different operations of
an over-all job.

These specific handicaps do not prevent the adult from learning ;
they do make it necessary, however, to provide more time and
understandin in the learning situation. Adults commonly make
the mistake of allowing themselves less time than they need rather
than me.re. Their standards of achievement are high, and they are
impatient with mistakes. In those areas not requiring manipu-
lative skills, adults will learn more rapidly than children, while
physical decline will make it necessary to take more time for learn-
ing those things which require physical activity.

Any adult who decides to enter school after he has been out
for a number of years is making a momentous decision. "To go
or not to go" has been pondered often and long before he finally
makes his appearance in your classroom. "Can I learn at my age ?"
"Why did I choose to come ?" are some of the unspoken doubts in
his mind. You will have only one class periodthe firstto remove
these doubts and reassure him so that he will leave saying, "I'm
glad that I came I"

GETTING ACQUAINTED
You are host to the members of your class. As they arrive,

meet them at the door and introduce yourself. A natural, friendly
manner and the normal courtesies extended to adults anywhere
should be observed here, too. When all are assembled, introduce
yourself to the entire group. (It might be well to write your name
on the board.)

This is a good way to establish the kind of atmosphere that



will help group progress, and you, as leader, have the responsibility
to do this. An important source of learning is the free exchange
of ideas in the group, so strive for the friendliness and informality
that will encourage this. Asking everyone to wear a large name
badge has been found to be most helpful in quickly establishing
a friendly group.

Many adults are bashful about their reasons for attending classes,
but each may have his private hopes, desires, needs, and purposes.
Try to help him feel at ease. Perhaps the following suggestions
will toe helpful to youthey've worked in other groups :

Encourage each class member to become acquainted with the
others.
Be sure that everyone feels that he belongs.
Be informal, friendly, and personalwithout affronting anyone's
sense of dignity.
Encourage everyone to share in group activities.
Help everyone feel that his own opinions and thoughts are im-
portant.
Let the program grow with and from the group.
Remember that you, too are a member of your group.

HOW TO INVOLVE YOUR STUDENTS IN PLANNING

It will help the class to develop the right attitude toward the
subject to invite them to discuss it in terms of. their own needs,
interests, and goals. Then yon can help them understand better
the kind of bad/ground necessary to p-ofit from your instruction.
A general outline of the subject area of the course may help mem-
bers of the class to select, interpi et, aixd relate it more objectively
to their needs.

One of the most important parts of your job is that of identifying
the real needs of ep *L. member in your group. If you don't do this,
you invite disaster. To be successful in helping each person to reach
his objectives, you must understand his needs as he sees them.
There are many ways to learn these needs.

Use Group Discussion

Write the title of the general subject area, and some of its major
subdivisions, on the board. Then encourage members of the group
to discuss it. This will help you learn what it means to each of
them. If you have tro able getting them to talk, try ask g a
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general question : "What things do you want to learn about the
subject ?" If no one answers, then ask specific individuals the
same question. Write their answers on the board. Make some
suggestions yourself if they haven't covered the field adequately.
After you've listed everything on the board, see if there is agree-
ment. Find out the things they would like to learn first, second,
third, and so on. Wherever possibk, you'll be governed by the
majority. If class opinion has to be overruled, make it clear why
the limitations of physical facilities, time, and resources require a
different approach. Rewrite the choices on another section of the
board, and then give a brief explanation of the specific things that
may be covered under each topic. Again, you should secure the
group's suggestions or ar,roval. Don't forget to keep a copy for
yourself of the accepted and approved outline.

Try Writing It Out
Another method you can use to determine individual needs or

objectives is to have each person write down what he wants to
learn. These expressions of interest and goals can be assembled
into a plan for the course. You can vary this procedure by getting
group members to hand in the questions they would like to have
discussed at the next meeting. You can prepare answers to many
of these and base your discussions on them. Clues tioub of a similar
nature can be usea togetlr. In this way, all good questions will
find a place. This procedure will always give the instrvctor a lead
for a major discussion subject at class meetings. Announcing the
subject in advance will give the group an opportunity for research
and study. A prepared student, as you well know, always feels
more comfortable and secure in class during a discussion period.

In addition to the subject content of the course, the group should
participate whenever possible in such problems of class management
as deciding when the class is to meet, and time and length of the
"break." These "break periods" are important to adultsthey
help them come up for air before the next plunge.

Encouo Personal Conversation

Some members of the class will have definite ideas about their
needs and will be able to talk about them. Others will be hesitant
to speak and will need help in recognizing their goals. Still others
will express their interests and needs only through a personal talk,
so be sure to make yourself available for such interviews, before or
after class, as may be most convenient for both of you. An informal
meeting of the elms, held early in the term at someone's home,
may speed the get-acquainted process.
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TIPS FOR SUCCESSFUL TEACHING

A good teacher talk,* clearly and slowly uses large, clear writing
and pictures ; makes individual adjustments for thos, who may
have difficulty seeing or hearing.
Since adults dislike "busy work," a good teacher devis^s ways of
varying practice drills when skill courses require them.
The adult's desire to learn demands a business-like approach, so a
good teacher must have a well-organized presentation. He cannot
waste time or be slipshod.
A good teacher presents the course in many short units rather
than a few long ones. This gives the students a feeling of prog-
ress and attainment.
A good teacher helps the class members understand that, so far
as possible, each one will proceed at his own speed of learning.
A good teacher never hurries those who are learning complicated
manual movements. Use the breakdown approach, and introduce
the next operation only after the first is mastered.
The slowdown in physical ability means shorter lesson assign-
ments and more time for the average lesson in those skills in-
volving muscle movement.
A good teacher uses every opportunity to praise good work and
minimize faults or mistakes. Accent the positive.
With less required homework and fewer deadlines to meet, adults
should find learning a pleasure. You and your students should
both enjoy the process.
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Part 2

Aid Learning

with a Variety

of Methods

There are many methods and techniques of instruction that you
can use, and these should grow out of the situation, changing as
the situation changes. Select your methods to meet the conditions
that grow out of the relationships which you develop with your
group. Choose those methods that hold the greatest promise of
meeting the needs of y Dur students. The following are some of
the more frequently encountered methods available to you.

THE LECTURE

We have learned many of the things we know from listening
to lectures. People will always learn by listening to others. It is
a quick way to cover a lot of ground, and can save valuable time ;
especially if the one who is talking knows the important points that
will help others to dig into the subject easily. Apply the following
rules of moderation to your lectures to enhance their interest and
effectiveness :

Have a specific reason for using the lecture. One that is known
and acceptable to your students.
Make definite provisions for combining other methods along with
the lecture.
Organize your lecture according to a definite plan, so it will be
sure to interest the group.
Keep to the subject, and avoid talking over the heads of the
group in language that is too technical.
Develop a sensitivity to the responsiveness of the class.
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Be prepared to alter the plan according to the requirements of
the situation. (Suppose the morning paper reports a scientific
discovery that's at variance with your text.)
Be as brief as possible, then turn to other methods. Don't lecture
all the time ; use the lecture method only when the occasion really
calls for it.

Adults learn best through participation, so try some of the fol-
lowing in connection with your lecture :

question and answer periods during the lecture
group discussions about student experiences
demonstrations to awaken and maintain interest, thus stimulat-
ing individual, intelligent observation of debatable subject mat4 er
illustrations through the use of actual cases and visual aids.

THE DISCUSSION

Most people enjoy talking and discussing things. As a classroom
method, discussion is most helpful in :

clarifying ideas
reconstructing ideas based on group experience and knowledge
arriving at a clearer understanding of the topic under discussion
serving the interests of the group
encouraging individual participation
developing social attitudes in the individual
reaching group decisions
planning for action.

The discussion method has definite limitations, however, that you
should recognize. For example, not many students are trained to
participate in discussions. You should employ the discussion
method only as students grow in ability to profit by it. It isn't very
well adapted for presentation of technical or authoritative infor-
mation, and, of course, you can't use it to teach skills. Discussion
may be combined with other things to add variety. Try incorpo-
rating one of the following into a discussion :

Lecture foruma lecture followed by a question-answer period.
This method is weak in that one person's views are likely to pre-
dominate. Its strength lies in the fact that information can be
supplied in an organized and orderly fashion.
Symposiumthree or more persons with different points of view
discuss a many-sided question. This method Drovides for audi-
ence participation through directing questions to the panel, but
is not satisfactory for small groups.
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Panel discussionsimilar to a symposium, but less formal, with
people of different backgrounds presenting their views on a ques-
tion. This requires a skilled moderator to prevent one person
from dominating the discussion.

Debate forumone speaker arguing for, another against an
issue. This is useful in sharpening issues if it is followed by
objective ques tions and comments on the part of the audience.
Forum dialoguea form of discussion in which two people carry
on an informal conversation in which they may or may not
have opposing views. As the discussion nears the peak of inter-
est, the audience is invited to participate.

Movie forumsubstitutes one or more movies for speakers. The
film should be selected for its value in raising real issues, with
the presentation followed by a period of class discussion. The
film should be carefully selected and previewed by the teacher.
Group interviewcharacterized by an inquiring reporter ask-
ing pertinent questions of members of the group, then opening
the discussion to everyone present. The topic must be carefully
chosen, and the reporter must constantly refer questions back
to the group to make this method effective.

THE DEMONSTRATION

This method consists of the illustration of a process by the leader
or a pupil. It helps the student to visualize something which may
be difficult to understand completely by description alone. Dem-
onstration may be used as a substitute for individual instruction in
some situations, such as in shop work, commercial, and homemak-
ing classes. It is particularly effective when students have an op-
portunity to perform the operation under the observation of the
teacher.

DRILL AND PRACTICE

Drill and practice are very useful in those subjects where repe-
tition is an important factor in learning. In fact, practice may be
expected to take considerably more time than demonstration.
Classes which may use this method to advantage are those such as
typing, shorthand, English grammar, and arithmetic. Don't be
misled, however, by thhiking that repetition alone constitutes learn-
ing. There are certain principles which should be applied in drill
and practice :
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The drill should be meaningful, varied, brief, and informal.
Drill should be used in the correction of errors.
Drill should not be competitive, since all people will not progress
at the game rate.

THE PROJECT

Projects are special jobs or tasks growing out of class work,
and selected by student; because of their special interest. They
may be organized into units that can be planned and executed either
by a group or on an individual basis. This type of organization
is very useful in classes where there is physical activity, such as
sewing, shop, agriculture, and electronics. The students must be
free to select their own projects without being dominated by the
leader. The leader must be careful to use this time (a) where it is
needed most, (b) where the push is needed to move ahead, and (c)
where both he and the group recognize that it is needed.

THE PROBLEM

This may be described as any situation which presents a diffi-
culty to the student. It may take the form of a decision to be made,
a question to be answered, a choice among different ways of per-
forming an act, a solution to be found, or a relationship to be de-
termined. The problem should be real, and to be really effective,
it should be initiated by the learner. It may have originated in hig
class work, or in his daytime job. Several steps are involved in
problem-solving : (a) recognizing and defining the problem, (b)
gathering and analyzing the data, (c) forming and testing a solu-
tion, and (d) measuring its success or failure.

INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION

There are times when you must use individual instruction. This
method is very useful in shop work of all kinds, citizenship and
literacy classes, and skill subjects. As you move about the class-
room, you will find opportunities to help by using your own ideas
or those of other class members. But do use individual instruction
when it fits either the situation or the needs of the individual. Of
course, you can't use it all the time, and there are times when it
would be unwise to present topics individually that could be pre-
sented just as well by group methods. Then, too, you shouldn't
forget that sharing experiences with the group is an important part
of learning.
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Part 3

Use All
Resources

You have many resources to enrich your teLching and challenge
your ingenuity. Such aids as the chalkboard, maps, a globe, photo-
graphs, the bulletin board, scale materials, slides, films, radio and
TV, recordings, guest lecturersall these are at hand to make
your teaching techniques more interesting and colorful. And your
job becomes easier when you take advantage of them !

CHALKBOARD

The teacher who turns frequently to a chalkboard and lists words,
statements, or problemswho quickly draws a picture, a graph, or
A. maphelps his class to make the learning situation more vital
and real. Such presentation centers the attention of the en-
tire group on a specific point or issue.

Also the teacher who finds frequent opportunities for class mem-
bers to go to the chalkboard and record notes, work out problems,
and draw graphs or pictures gives them the kind of action that
helps them tie learning into behavior.

No teacher would be content to limit the value of the chalkboard
to such few statements as we have made here, but the list is sug-
gestive, not exhaustive. Any teacher who takes the time to study
the use of the chalkboard and who develops skill in its use will
reap many rewards in the successful learning of his class.

TEXTBOOKS

A good textbook is next in value to the chalkboard. Just because
of the rapid development of audio-visual devices, or of the stress
placed on varied methods of instruction, don't assume that text-
books are old-fashioned things to be carefully avoided. Every real
teacher knows that this is not true.
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No textbook was ever intended as a replacement for the teacher,
or to be used alone. Certainly, the teacher who centers all instruc-
tion around ono or more textbooks has much to learn. In fact, such
teachers are not even giving textbooks a fair chance.

A good text is a convenient reference which a student can use
for an orderly preview of what he is to study, as a guide through
the maze of his studies, or for review. Today, with pictures, charts,
graphs, references, summaries, beautiful formats, and attention to
style, good textbooks represent one of the best teaching aids
available.

MAPS, GLOBES, AND CHARTS

No classroom is complete without current maps, charts, and
other display materials appropriate for the subject, whether it be
health, science, social studies, or mathematics. Often the most
effective ones can be homemadetry this !

FILMS

In selecting motion pictures, filmstrips, and other audio-visual
materials for your class, you should know your objectives as pre-
cisely as possible, as well as what relevant materials exist. Sources
of information on instructional films include : H. W. Wilson's
Educational Film Guide and Filmstrip Guide; the Educators Prog-
ress Service's Educator's Guide to Free Films, and Educator's Guide
to Free Slidefilms; plus catalogs issued by producers and film rental
libraries. (See reference section, p. 24.)

Finding a nearby source from which your film can be obtained
when you want it can be a problem. In many cases, the first place
to try wuuld be the film library operated by your school board.
Your state university extension division or state department of
education may have films which are available on loan or at low-cost
rental, described in lists or catalogs which are available to you on
request. You should also know the film rental sources in your lo-
cality. Film rental libraries ar e eager to acquire material to meet
your needs. A useful reference in locating film libraries is A Di-
rectoly of 8,660 16mm Film Libraries, U. S. Office of Education
(Bulletin 1959, No. 4).

Many business concerns distribute useful films free, and don't
forget that many members of the community who travel make a
hobby of preparing films of their trips which they will be happy tn
show your group.

The amount an audience learns from a film is directly affected
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by how the film is used. The following ideas are suggested to guide
your use of films :

Select the film or filmstrip on the basis of the purposes and
interests of both the group and its leader.
Preview, or re-preview, the film, always.
Plan the session and make use of other materials.
Discuss the film with the group before showing : why you are
showing the film, what to look for, facts, problems, new
concepts.
Discuss the film after showing : answers to questions, new
learnings, meaning of the film content.
Engage in follow-up activities : related reading, written re-
ports, trips, other films, and tests.
Reshowing the film may be beneficial, to reinforce leazning
and allow for additional class comment.

You may want to coordinate the showing of a film with some
of the class methods you have selected. Films are particularly
good for this, and are a useful and interesting way of adding variety
and holding or increasing interest.

RADIO AND TELEVISION

Radio and television are ideally suited to adult education. There
are two main possibilities for using them in this field. First, by
judicious selection, you may find a number of commercially pro-
duced programs, such as documentaries, which relate closely to
what the class is studying. Second, in many areas, more and more
teachers are thinking not only of the 30 or so students in each class-
room. Either they themselves, or their schools (at their request),
are obtaining broadcast and telecast time so that the wider com-
munity can receive the benefits of adult education. If you are in-
terested in the specific techniques and processes involved in plan-
ning an actual telecast or broadcast, we suggest that you contact
the NEA Division of Audio-Visual Instructional Service for first-
hand information in this area.

OTHER AUDIO-VISUAL DEVICES

The term "audio-vLual" is quite broad, usually covering, in addi-
tion to the items already mentioned, recordings, all types of still
pictures, slides, graphs, charts, posters, and displays. You can
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make effective use of many of these, given some planning as towhat would be appropriate for your class. As an example, re-
cordings can be especially helpful in foreign-language classes, speechwork, or in teaching English to the foreign-born. For professionalguidance in using these audio-visual aids, the NEA Division of
Audio-Visual Instructional Service will be most helpful.

SUPPLEMENTAL PRINTED MATERIALS
You will need to rely constantly on the use of printed materials

to supplement your program of class activities. The greater thevariety of appropriate materials you have available, the easier itwill be for you to help develop communication. Printed materials
are of four general types :

Free and inexpensive leaflets and pamphlets
Books, magazines, newspapers, and periodicals
Manuals, study guides, and workbooks
Self-prepared, duplicated instructional materials.
Many industrial companies furnish advertising material that you

will find useful, such as charts, diagrams, and units for class activi-ties. Watch the advertisements in current magazines or use The
Publishers Trade List Annual and Educators Index to Free Mate-rials at the library for help in finding free and inexpensive mate-rials. Free and Inexpensive Learning Materials, published an-
nually by the Division of Surveys and Field Services, George Pea-
body College for Teachers, is also helpful. Each member of your
group can bring to class items in the area of his special interest,
thus helping to build up an information file useful to the whole
school.

A wide variety of good books by outstanding writers is now avail-
able in inexpensive paperbound copies. They bring the thinking of
the best minds of all times and places to the reader at his con-
venience. It is possible to acquaint students with good reading, asin the case of the man who wrote to the publisher of the pocket
editions : "Just read The Odyssey! Boy, that guy Homer can
write ! Do you have any more books by him ?" "Paperbounds"
are good in remedial and developmental reading.

If your group does not have access to a library, you might start
a "Put-'re-Take" plan. Let your students bring books and maga-
zines for a general shelf, and then each may take one for every onehe brings. As one adult educator has written, "There is real hope
for a culture that makes it as easy to buy a book as to buy a pack
of cigarettes."

Magazines and newspapers stimulate interest in local, national,
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and world affairs. The adult with "no time to read at home"
will enjoy reading the daily newspaper during odd moments in
class and at break or rest periods. In one school, magazines
were collected from hotels and placed on a reading table in the
classroom. Many enjoyed browsing during free time or taking
them home to read longer stories and articles.

Study guides, manuals, and workbooks are helpful because they
provide progressive learning experiences toward predetermined
goals and give instruction in the performance of skills. Of course,
no leader would try to use workbooks without having the proper
reference texts available for student use.

A dictionary and a good encyclopedia are necessary, and all
members of the group who are not familiar with such reference
materials will profit by some instruction on "how to find what you
want to kno v." Many adults will give up too soon if what they
want is not found immediately under a specific heading, because
they do not understand the simple procedure of following cross-
references. Another useful aid is the World Almanac.

Factual infcrmation directly related to individual work and class
discussions is important. Materials at various reading levels should
be included in all subject-matter fields. The student cannot do his
best work with reading materials beyond his comprehension.

HUMAN RESOURCES

Don't forget that people can be useful in your teaching, too.
You'll find them everywherein every community, in every situa-
tion, even in your classroom. The group can help determine the
people most directly related to the problems they are studying.
Many group, community, and civic improvements develop when a
class, in its search for the solution to a real problem, invites the
attention and participation of local people. Their training, exper-
ience, and interest bring real information to the problem at hand.
Everyone is a resource person in one way or another, and no list
could be complete.

In looking for materials or for talents, you will find many institu-
tions or agencies able to help you. Some of them, like libraries, adult
education councils, film councils, schools, and universities, cut
across all areas of interest and are able to suggest a variety of re-
sources. Others you will not think of so readilythose whose main
business is not education or the collecting of information. Local
government agencies, health, recreation, industrial, and other pub-
lic and private agencies which serve special needs of people are
excellent sources for information anct personal assistance. You
can get pamiihlets, audio-visual aids, and charts from them.
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Also, you can get peoplepeople who have acquired a great deal
of knowledge about subjects which are related to the work they
do. They like to tell about their organizations, their work, or their
hobbies. They have suggestions for program ideas or assistance
which their organizations may give to your group. They are will-
ing to serve as speakers or discussion leaders. You'll want to devise
your own list of people whom you know to have ability and willing-
ness to help you. Set up a file, so you can have their names and
special skills at your fingertips. Then, when the group is ready,
you can suggest the person who can help most in getting informa-
tion for intelligent problem-solving. In building your file, it will
be useful to include names of people assodated with community
institutions and organizations. as well as the kinds of help which
either they or their organizations can offer.

Finally, the most important key to the resources for learning is
you, yourself. Through the centuries, students have been won by
the magic of the teacher's smile, the strength of his encouragement,
and the wisdom of his advice. The effective leader keeps the group
together, keeps it moving toward the goal, and helps it find the way
to satisfaction in learning.
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Part 4

Self-Evaluation

CHECK YOURSELF

How do you think you measure up to the many-faceted challenges
of teaching adults? Here's a checklist you might want to useor
adaptto help you rate yourself, much as you might. rate a student
whom you were helping.

20

Do I really enjoy working with
adults and helping them learn ?

Have I studied arid reflected on the
need for adult education ?

Am I awa.re of individual differ-
ences among adult students,
and how these affect my rela-
tionships with them ?

Have I conscientiously sought to
identify individual differences
in my class group ?

Have I prepared my material to deal
with these differences ?

Have I a system for making con-
tinuous evaluation of an indi-
vidual's growth

Have I arranged to devote ample
time to the preparation and
leadership of my adult group ?

Am I striving to become more of a
leader and a learner in my
class, and less of a formal in-
str ucthr ?

Wonder
Feel Com- Could How Class

petent Use Help Sees Me



Do 1 accept student criticism with a
sense of understanding?

Am I bringing in qualified people
who make contributions to-
ward the group objectives ?

Do I know what equipment is avail-
able and am I using it to best
advantage ?

Have my materials and methods
been adapted to and grown
from the everyday experiences
of my adult group ?

Am I making use of the members
of my group who can contribute
to group goals ?

Am I making use of libraries, mu-
seums, public agencies, civic or-
ganizations, and news media ?

Am I keeping the group moving
from the simple to the com-
plex ?

Am I using information from to-
day's meeting in preparation
for tomorrow's ?

Have I made the best arrangement
of the physical equipment to
meet the needs of handicapped
individuals ?

Have I brought about a comfortable
social atmosphere for the
group ?

Am I allowing my leadership to be
improved by group evaluation ?

Have I established good relations
with other members of the staff
and am I familiar with their
programs ?

Wonder
Feel Com- Could How Class

petent Use Help Sees Me
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HELP YOUR STUDENTS RATE THEMSELVES

The responsibility for successful class activity isn't yours alon
and we hope this booklet hasn't sounded as if it were. No, as ii
dividuals in a group, the students also have an obligationto yoi
to the other class members, and to themselves. Their flexibilit:
interest, cooperation, and creativity are a pretty good index to th
success of your own efforts. So why not suggest to your student
that they examine their own participation ? Below is a checkliF
of questions that might be used to help them rate themselves.

Do I just sit and listen or do I pro-
pose new ideas ?

Am I shy about admitting I don't
understand, or do I ask ques-
tions ?

Do I keep my knowledge to myself,
or do I share it when it will
prove helpful?

Am I shy about giving opinions, or
do I speak up if I feel strongly
about something?

Do I concentrate only on details un-
der immediate discussion, or do
I try to summarize and relate
class ideas ?

Do I get off the track easily, or do
I understand group goals and
try to work toward them ?

Am I indifferent to others' efforts
or do I encourage them to do
well?

Am I satisfied with mediccre proj-
ects, or do I stimulate the group
to undertake worthwhile proj-
ects ?

Do I allow ill feeling to develon, or
am I a mediator and peace-
maker ?

Am I inflexible, or am I willing to
compromise (except where ba-
sic issues are involved) ?

Do I sit by while others hog the
floor, or do I encourage others'
participation, giving everyone a
fair chance ?

Need Im.
Good Fair provemen



A learning situation must be realistic. There is no point in teach-
ing swimming in a classroom when the skill can be exercised only
within a body of water. It is not always this easy, however, to test
the practicality of a learning situation. For this reason, the teacher
must many times use various methods of fact finding (acquiring in-
formation from the studerits rather than giving information to
them) to determine the appropriateness of the learning situation
as perceived by the students. Acquiring information from the stu-
dent, then, not only helps the teacher determine the extent to whicl,
the learning situation is realistic, but it helps develop a shared
experience between student and teacher which enables them to
make a partnership out of the entire learning process.

Another well-known principle of learning is that active participa-
tion on the part of a student is far more functional than passive
reception. People do learn by doing and to deny students this op-
portunity is to limit the depth and richness of their educational
experience. More than this, however, individuals have basic needs
for belonging and recognition which the teacher can best meet
by actively involving the student in the learning process. To deny
these needs by restricting the instructional process to various
ways of one-way communication (no matter how ingenious and
entertaining the one-way communication method may be) is to
limit an individual's opportunity of identifying as a person with
other students.

It is important, too, that an individual have a share in setting
his own expectancies about learning. Trying to meet expectancies
imposed upon us by others is frequently frustrating. To share in
setting expectancies results frequently in setting expectancies
higher than those that might be given to us by others.

Finally, each teacher must be aware of the classroom methods
which will enable each student to relate to other members of his
class. "Acceptance" is a two-way process. A sweet and kindly
manne- on the part of the teacher does not necessarily mean that
the student feels "accepted" by the teacher. He needs the oppor-tunity to actively engage in learning experiences with the other
students as well as the teacher if he is to bring all of his emotional
and intellectual resources to beal in helping him make maximum
use of the learning opportunity.
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If this book has been holpful, you may be interested in other titles
publirlled by NAPSAE for teachers and students:

Teaching Reading to Adults, a handbook for everyone who teaches
reading to adults at any level. Tells how to test reading levels,
describes teaching techniques, suggests materials for classroom
use in elementary, intermediate, and developmental stages.
72 pages. Single copy, $1. 2-9 copies, 10 percent discount;
10 or more copies, 20 percent discount.

How Adults Can Learn MoreFaster is NAPSAE's all-time best
seller, now translated into three languages. Tells adults how to
study, take tests, read faster, memorize, get more out of group
participation. 48 pages. Single copy, $1. 2-9 copies, 10 per-
cent discount; 10 or more copies, 20 percent discount.

Counseling and Interviewing Adult Students shows how to con-
duct interviews, tells what is meant by counseling and how
teachers can make it an important part of their program.
Includes check-lists for teachers and students. 24 pp. Single
copy, 40. 2-9 copies, 10 percent discount; 10 or more copies,
20 percent discount.

Join The National Association for Public School Adult Education for
regular adult education helps.

Active Membership is open to present and former members of
the adult education staffs of state and local public school
systems. Active members receive the following periodicals:
PULSE . . . SWAP SHOP for Administrators . . . TECHNIQUES
For Teachers of Adults . . . the ADULT EDUCATION ALMANAC
AND DIRECTORY. Annual dues, $10.

Associate Membership is open to anyone who is interested or in-
volved in teaching adults. Associate members receive the news-
letter TECHNIQUES For Teachers of Adults. Annual dues, $3.

Communications Service is available to any individual or or-
ganization with an interest in adult education. Subscribers
receive all publications and services made available to Active
Members (above). Annual subscription rate, $10.

National Association for Public School A ult Education

1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W. ERIC C
Washington, D.C. 20036
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